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Abstract— Wireless technology is one of the major 

communication technology based on sensor base 

communication channel, it is one of the most demanded 

technology at all, nowadays user are very much comfortable 

to work with Wireless Communication environment, quality 

of service factors always takes an important value among 

the remaining things in which it uses the transfer energy 

level of every node that support communication boosting. In 

this case not only the energy scarcity, but also the quality of 

service (QoS) guarantees need to be taken into account. 

Other major area will be consider under WSNs that multiple 

category of application in WSNs affect major challenges 

over the quality of services provided my WSNs .In order to 

reduce the issue of poor communication along with the 

measurement of quality of service work it is very 

compulsory to go through the traditional major drawback 

find in the previously proposed algorithm which provides 

the WSNs services during dynamic walk and circumstances 

to get implement the QoS constrains , Since wireless 

technology are growing through major demand in today’s 

environment peoples are like portable communication 

system that can be done only by the way of wireless 

communication system but it is not necessary to find the 

QoS in this aspect some time user find wireless media as 

best friend of successful and qualitative communication but 

sometimes they suffer with major performance level issues 

like bandwidth, delay and data loss issues that directly or 

indirectly will cause various problems related with the 

performance issues and quality measurement parameters. In 

order to rectify the solution of various problem related to the 

WSNs different algorithm and protocols has been proposed 

time to time to improve communication services provided 

by WSNs, but the in this paper we try to focus on the quality 

of services issues with WSN so that in this paper author 

concentrate the quality of service specification covered 

through different traditional algorithm like AODV and DSR 

so that one can manage and develop new algorithm that not 

only provide the best communication services but also gives 

the high performance during heavy load with delay and 

throughput measurement. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Every communication systems either support wired or 

wireless media for the transmission of data from one to 

another post , therefore multiple protocols are needed to 

perform best communication services with high quality data 

transmission policy since media are the major participants in 

any type of communication so that channel need support of 

technical implementation in the form of protocol and 

algorithm to immune the network data loss and improve 

performance level, in wireless network wireless data 

connection technique has been introduced along with 

specified network infrastructure also known as Ad hoc 

network which is the representation of  infrastructure-less 

independent type of network  since we didn’t find any base 

mobile signal station to be took as a node in communication 

system another thing is every participant node will take care 

the responsibility as like router to get perform the routing 

operation as needed as demand it does low overheads as 

well as easy to install and implement network , in  this case 

all the identified network nodes will be movable in their 

range of communication such type of network called 

dynamic network since one cannot define the actual no of 

appearance of all the nodes in any network [5]. The best 

small category of most useful type of network are called 

MANET , it is a wireless technology stands for Mobile ad 

hoc network it is a free of access point network all the 

devices moving in their way and simultaneously allowed to 

have good communication over the wireless signals and 

media with no fixed infrastructure such type of network 

category also known as dynamic topological network, in this 

process routing services does play their major role during 

the overall process since it defines the concept through 

which network data will be transferred from node to node in 

dynamic way.NS2 is the experimental platform offer to 

simulate the wireless protocols performance and services in 

very superior manor , in this duration there are so many 

algorithm and protocols has been developed which has been 

dedicatedly used only for the improvement of services 

scenario at wireless MANET network, many protocols have 

been developed and proposed to get best data services but 

still wireless network demand for the new algorithm so that 

performance and data loss can be improve as much as 

possible. Protocols has been defined in two major category 

one is reactive and another one is proactive like as 

following. 

Protocol Description 

Proactive 

Protocols 

All the available routes has been pre decided 

at initial level to send data from one to other 

node. 

Example: DSDV, OLSR. 

Reactive 

Protocols 

Protocols specially designed to perform on 

demand communication services. 

Example: DSR,AODV etc. 

Table 1: Classification of Traditional Routing Protocols 

 AODV Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector 

(AODV) is a purely reactive routing protocol which starts a 

route discovery process only when it has to send data 

packets to another neighboring node and has no information 

about the route to that particular node. This is called the 

route discovery process in AODV which is “on-demand” 

i.e., route to destination is found only when it is required. 

AODV makes use of a route discovery algorithm which is 
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done in broadcast fashion for finding the route. The 

destination node then sends a route reply message to the 

source node in a unicast way [4].AODV uses sequence 

numbers which are maintained at each destination node in 

order to determine freshness ofrouting information and to 

avoid any routing loops. These sequence numbers are 

carried by all the routing packets [1].Ad-hoc On-demand 

distance vector (AODV) makes use of traditional routing 

tables, one route entry per destination that the node is 

communicating with. 

II. REACTIVE ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

In this section author going through the conceptual study of 

reactive routing protocols used in MANET for the wireless 

communication services it offers the on demand availability 

of path and routing route to make transaction successful , 

following are major protocols come in the category of 

Reactive Routing Protocol. 

A. Ad Hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing 

AODV is specially designed to understand the need of the 

network users based on demand of wireless operations, it 

recover the route based on user demand to send data from 

node to node in this way all the network node along with 

neighbors has been associate to each other based on the 

policy of AODV routing protocol, which means it is less 

expensive as well since route discover the route on demand 

only other wise there is no need to prepare and maintain 

routing information in advance. To perform routing it uses 

route discovery algorithm which uses broadcasting policy in 

order to find destination node to get select best route, in this 

process the desired destination node will provide reply 

message to the source node in one way [4].AODV uses the 

concept of sequence number identification process in order 

to design fresh route for request data delivery and solve the 

issue happened due to routing loops, sequence number 

always append with each node to perform routing on 

demand [1]. 

 In this way AODV provides a way to avoid the 

additional practice to maintain route process with periodical 

updation that defines the high processing. In AODV 

techniques the intermediate routers having information 

related to the neighbors , address of destination node with 

sequence number , total number of hop count and expiration 

time of routing table for upgration purpose as mention in 

[7]. 

 AODV protocols works intelligently in order to 

reduce complexity factors regarding the link brakeage, if in 

case any node found there is any link failure during process 

then immediately it perform the required changes in their 

topology within required time session, therefore the major 

responsibility of this protocols is to recover the linkage 

problem as soon as possible along with new route , all this 

process has been done using few special packets called 

RREQ,RREP,RERR,RREP-ACK and hello massage 

B. Benefits of AODV 

Since AODV is fully independent system there is no 

centralized management and administration required for 

routing it does low cost and maintenance along with it 

provides traffic control and distribution and superior way, 

such type of functioning also reduces the wastage of storage 

and node energy consumption. 

C. Drawback of AODV 

Flooding has be observed in AODV, it affect network 

performance as well as it comes into reactive approach so 

that it does works on demand basis, but many time as we 

seen in the simulation phase there is data loss detection 

when traffic gets higher and the load over the node get 

higher affect the overall performance of AODV approach. 

AODV also not safe from virus attacks. 

D. DSR 

It is another impressive approach of wireless networking for 

efficient routing process and successful operations ,it 

support multi-hop MANET in superior manner [9], this 

protocol is also comes in the category of Reactive routing 

technique , no preplanning has been done in this protocol for 

routing instead it works on demand basis. DSR works from 

source routing which means that only at source node entire 

network details has been available like total hop, sequence 

and destination node address details [5] etc. DSR is well 

manage self-configured network protocol since it is 

topological changes instead of centralized changes, DSR 

cover two major functions like route discovery and 

maintenance, these two functions are self-initiated only 

when two node are willingly agree to send data from one to 

another as seen in [6, 7]. 

 Its works differently from preview like AODV in 

the manner that each node in DSR maintain route cache in 

order to store and maintain the route relevant information, 

for the successfully transformation of packets from node to 

node, this way whenever any node want to send information 

to other they himself find route to make it possible from 

node cache, if route not initiate the route discovery process 

will start otherwise node behave for further process by using 

their own cache. The node we take help to send a special 

packet called route request packets whenever node is unable 

to find the requested route. 

E. Benefits of DSR 

The major benefit of DSR is it is easily handle multiple 

distributed traffic pattern and also allowing multiple routes 

to be initialized to destination nodes at run time, so that we 

can call it is robust, another benefits is link brakeage 

recovery process are less complex since it perform and 

maintain easily as needed on each node here no source node 

will update the routing information itself it reduces the 

additional overhead and bandwidth wastages as in [8]. 

F. Drawback of DSR 

In DSR each node carry his own routing table therefore it 

does heavy routing overheads that defines in large network 

DSR not applicable for the higher networking performance 

the resulting issues are not up to the marks and the 

performance parameters gets degrades as the node 

increased, DSR also comes in time consuming protocols 

since it take high time compare to the AODV. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

This paper present a survey report based on the performance 

comparison study and simulation of two commonly used 

AODV and DSR protocols along with their benefits and 

drawbacks, we compare both protocol at NS2 simulator and 

find many performance related factors that need to be 

resolve for the betterment of wireless networking services. 

In this way this paper motivates us to prepare and propose a 

new routing protocol or algorithm that not only improve 

wireless networking performance and failure issues but also 

perform well as much as possible compare to the traditional 

protocol like AODV and DSR. 
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